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History of the future

Heinz Nixdorf MuseumsForum Paderborn   www.hnf.de

innovations.
Every era has its 

We show the best
of them.
The 5,000-year history of information technology 

at the world’s biggest computer museum

NEW 
EXHIBITION AREAS
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Welcome to the world’s  
biggest computer museum! 

Join us on a trip through the history of computer devel-

opment and explore the 5,000-year past, present and 

future of information and communication technology! 

Your voyage of discovery starts with the origins of num-

bers and characters in Mesopotamia in 3,000 B.C. and 

ends in the digitally networked world of the 21st century. 

 Over 2,000 objects showcase inventions and 

developments in the field of information technology 

on 6,000 m² of floorspace. The focus is on providing 

a hands-on experience: try out calculating machines 

from centuries past, send a message in Morse code or 

immerse yourself in virtual realities. Various special  

temporary exhibitions are also staged on current topics.

Heinz Nixdorf MuseumsForum

6,000 M²OF EXHIBITIONFLOORSPACE



Numbers, symbols and signals

The mechanisation of information technology

The invention of the computer

Hall of Fame

Office work through the ages
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Your trip through time begins 5,000 years ago in Mes-

opotamia, when the first symbols and numbers were 

written on clay slabs. You will then take a giant leap 

forwards into the Middle Ages, where Gutenberg’s mov-

able letters for letterpress printing await discovery. The 

journey continues to the development of telegraphy, to 

old typewriters and calculating machines, and to the 

mechanisation of information technology by means 

of punched cards. It ends at the components of the 

very first computers, where the vacuum-tube computer 

ENIAC, which occupied the space of a small flat, is wait-

ing to be explored. 

 You are welcome to try out many of the exhibits 

yourself in the course of this hands-on experience: find 

out how mechanical calculating machines operate, send 

a message in Morse code and admire the fully function-

ing Jacquard machine with punched card control system. 

Try making a phone call on old-fashioned devices at the 

automatic telephone exchange, or have the robot PETRA 

escort you to selected exhibition areas. Visit the Hall of 

Fame to read the biographies of exceptional figures.
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Writing, arithmetic and drawing 
are combined in the computer 

1st floor  
From cuneiform script to computers
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  The invention of the computer
The first computers  |  ENIAC – The first vacuum-tube 

computer 

  Hall of Fame
Wilhelm Schickard, Blaise Pascal  |  Gottfried Wilhelm 

Leibniz  |  Charles Babbage |  Werner von Siemens  |  

Herman Hollerith  |  Thomas J. Watson jr. and sr.  |  Alan 

Turing  |  Konrad Zuse  |  Howard H. Aiken, J. Presper 

Eckert, John W. Mauchly  |  John von Neumann  |  Heinz 

Nixdorf 

  Office work through the ages
Counting house around 1500  |  Prussian government 

office around 1880  |  American office in 1900  |  Typing 

pool in the 1920s  |  German army office around 1940  | 

Office in the 1950s

    Numbers, symbols and signals
The world of symbols  |  The beginnings of writing and 

numbers  |  Writing, printing, duplicating  |  Drawing – 

The discovery of perspective  |  Arithmetic – History of a 

cultural technique 

  The mechanisation of information technology
Early calculating machines  |  Early typewriters  |  Cash 

registers  |  Telephones and teleprinters  |  Punched 

card systems  |  The fascinating Chess Turk  |  The world 

of codes and ciphers  |  Typewriters and calculating 

machines – Mass production  |  Office mechanic’s work-

shop  |  Accounting machines  |  Automatic telephone 

exchange  |  Visual and electric telegraphy  
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1st floor  
From cuneiform script to computers

∑ Start

U Lift

S Stairs 

J Toilet

j Rest area  

u Emergency exit
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It’s time to embark on the second leg of your trip 

through time: you have arrived in the 1950s, and inven-

tions in the military and space research are driving the 

development of computer technology. You then progress 

to the 1970s, when the computer conquers the business 

world, before arriving in the 1980s and 1990s, when the 

home PC finally becomes available to everyone – thanks 

to the boffins in Silicon Valley. This is also the period 

during which information and communications start to 

be networked globally via the internet. Your trip through 

time ends in the 21st century, when digital technology 

and networking are bringing people together and shap-

ing their lives. Programming is becoming a new cultural 

technique. What does the future of robotics and artifi-

cial intelligence hold in store?

 The second leg of your journey also features 

plenty of hands-on computer history: you can watch film 

clips and interviews and examine objects that illustrate 

how Heinz Nixdorf became a pioneer of decentralised 

data processing. Look for your old models on the pocket 

calculator or mobile phone wall, play the video games 

of your childhood, and learn the basics of programming 

with 49 waving cats. Explore the networked city of the 

future interactively, learn about »Industrie 4.0« and how 

sensor technology can measure your vital statistics.

8

From a machine for specialists  
to an everyday companion 

Wall of Fame

Computers in science and technology 1950 – 1970

Computers in business and industry 1970 – 1980

Computers for everyone 1980 – 2000

Global Digital 

Nixdorf Computer AG
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2nd floor  
Computers conquer the world



  Wall of Fame
Pioneers of the digital world

  Computers in science and technology 1950 – 1970
Computers in post-war Germany  |  Computers in the 

USA  |  Datev – central data processing  |  Data storage  |  

Supercomputers  |  Moore’s Law  |  Software pioneers  |  

Computer science workbench

  Computers in business and industry 1970 – 1980
ESER 1055 – Computer centre from Dresden  |  Software 

and computer science  |  Printers  |  Word processing  |  

Mini-computers  |  Desk and pocket calculators

  Computers for everyone 1980 – 2000
Silicon Valley  |  Birth of the PC  |  Microelectronics  |

Hackers  |  Computer simulators  |  Interfaces  |  History 

of video games  |  Computer sound  |  Computer art  

  Global Digital
Software theatre  |  Artificial intelligence and robotics  |

Showroom  |  Mobile communications  |  Press, radio 

and television  |  Digital world  |  The world at your  

fingertips  |  CodeLab  |  Smart World

  Nixdorf Computer AG
Company history  |  Product history  |  Paderborn –  

Centre of IT

1110
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  NEW!· CODELAB · THE WORLD AT  YOUR FINGERTIPS · SMART WORLD · HISTORY OF VIDEO GAMES

2nd floor  
Computers conquer the world

∑ Start

U Lift

S Stairs 

J Toilet

j Rest area  

u Emergency exit
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0 q Auditorium

s Museum shop

h Seminar room

f Media laboratory  

u Emergency exit

U Lift

S  Stairs 

J  Toilet

G  Information  

D  Ticket desk

U Lift

S Stairs 

J Toilet

K Disabled toilet

p Baby changing room

F  Catering facilities  

a Cloakroom  

y Lockers  

 

m Specialist library

u Emergency exit

B First aid

Ground floor
Basement



More than a conventional museum

Exploring, using and under- 
standing information technology 

14 15

Discover the history of information and communication 

technology with our range of educational offerings! 

Guided tours for all ages vividly describe the topics 

treated in the exhibition. Let the multimedia guide 

escort you to the top exhibits and provide you with a 

detailed description of what you are looking at. Families 

can use our »Your boss – Heinz Nixdorf« app to learn 

the history of information technology in a playful and 

entertaining way. Young visitors can travel back to antiq-

uity or go on an adventure with a robot. Lectures and 

workshops for adults impart the latest technical trends.

  Special offerings for schools: the Heinz Nixdorf 

Foundation subsidises visits to the museum including 

the sports programme. The coolMINT.paderborn student 

laboratory provides insights into the fascinating world 

of science.

Opening hours
Tues–Fri 9 am to 6 pm and Sat/Sun 10 am to 6 pm

Admission to 
permanent exhibition  Standard Concessions

Adults    €7 €4 

Family ticket    €14 

Groups of 10 and more €4.50  €2.50

Annual ticket    €25  €15

Annual family ticket  €50

Groups from mainstream and vocational schools, universities and  
universities of applied sciences are admitted free of charge by prior 
arrangement. Children under ten years of age may only visit the HNF  
if accompanied by adults.

Guided tours of the museum 
(permanent and special exhibition)
Tues–Fri     €35 

Sat/Sun     €45 

Guided tours are also available in English, French, Italian, Polish, 
Russian and Spanish

Phone +49-05251-306-660, service@hnf.de  

Free public guided tours of the museum  
Permanent exhibition: Sun 3 pm, Cost: Admission to museum

Family app (free loan of iPads)
Your boss – Heinz Nixdorf

Multimedia guide (free of charge)
German, English, French

Bistro HOTSPOT 
Mon 9 am to 3.30 pm, Tues–Fri 9 am to 5 pm,  

Sat/Sun, public holidays 11 am to 5 pm 

Phone +49-05251-306-887

HNF-Newsletter
Subscribe to our free electronic newsletter.  

For details, please visit www.hnf.de/newsletter

Information for visitors

WWW.
HNF.DE



Free parking in front of the building

Bus service: No. 11, bus stop »MuseumsForum«

Heinz Nixdorf MuseumsForum

Fürstenallee 7  |  33102 Paderborn, Germany

Phone +49 (0)5251-306-600  |  Fax +49 (0)5251-306-609

www.hnf.de

The Heinz Nixdorf MuseumsForum is sponsored by the 

Stiftung Westfalen foundation set up by Heinz Nixdorf, 

which primarily promotes science and teaching, especially 

in the field of information technology.
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